
Coach, 

 

I hope your outdoor season is going well as you gear up for your upcoming championships.  Things here 

at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, MD are going extremely well with both men's and women's 

programs ranked up in the top of the national rankings.   

 

The women's team has seen some remarkable performances highlighted by our two indoor NCAA 

Champions in Ella Baran (4:19 1500m, 15:49 5k) and Victoria Kadiri (19'6" in the Long jump).  We've had 

other great performances across the board too with Freshman Lauren Phillips running 56.62 for 400m with 

a many NCAA qualifiers in the 1500m and 5k (4:30s and 16:40s) 

 

The men's team has been led by a trio of milers all who went 4:08-4:09 indoors and now have run 3:48-

3:51 outdoors for 1500m.  Matt Su has jumped over 24' in the long jump with our two 400m Hurdles close 

to NCAA qualifying marks too. 

 

As Johns Hopkins is one of the top 10 academic institutions in the country with increasingly competitive 

academic and athletic standards, it's important for your interested athletes to be in touch with us sooner 

than later as 98% of our recruits commit through the Early Decision period in October of their senior 

year.  Can you please share with your team our recruit form 

at Https://questionnaires.armssoftware.com/de5fb0765dfe  As long as they fill out that recruit form we 

can get them information and evaluate them as a perspective recruit or not.   

 

Lastly, we host a summer overnight distance camp here on the campus of Johns Hopkins University that 

can be a great opportunity for students both interested in Johns Hopkins as well as those just simply 

looking to learn more about the sport and college recruitment process.  We are filling up quickly though 

with just about 12 spots remaining.  We do offer team discounts for those with 3 or more athletes.  Full 

details can be found at www.bmoreelitecamp.com  

 

Thank you for all that you do and thank you for sending this information out to your student-athletes. 
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Head Track & Field Coach 

Head Cross Country Coach 
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2012, 2013, 2014, 2016, 2017 NCAA Women’s Cross Country National Champions 
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